
TECH & HOSPITALITY RIDER 2022

TECH 

We need : 

-4x MK2 or MK5 turntables (we have two Dj's. They bring their own 
mixers) In case you can't find 2 pairs we can eventually bring 
one. 
-3x cordless Microphones for the MC's 
-1 spare mic on stand for one of the Dj's. 

LIGHTS :

We like dark and freaky atmospheres.
No pink  
No strong face lighting.
We love floor-lights and side-lights.
Smoke machine OK 
Atomic 3000 and strobe OK but no epilepsy hazard please. 
Dj's need to be able to see their turntables. 

HOSPITALITY RIDER :

Travelparty : ca.5-6 people

3-4 omnivores
2 vegetarians (no fish no meat)
1 allergic to fish products 

WE LOVE <3 :

A nice, quiet dressing room with a door, adequate lighting and 
comfortable seating for our own use to use our dressingroom until 
we leave the premises to smoke in our dressingroom to still have 
all our belongings once we leave. 

note: Make sure we get the right stamp/pass/bracelet for our crew 
at the right time, in ordrer to go through security control ; or 
make sure your security staff recognizes us, we always feel 
awkward arguing and/or fighting in order to attend our own shows.



FOOD & DRINKS

Snacks like sandwiches, fresh and dried fruits, sweets, chocolate,
salty stuff and so on ; late night snacks.

Energy drinks & mate as well as hot coffee and tea will be highly 
appreciated.

Fruit juices, ice tea, coke ; and of course, some non sparkling 
water and clean towels for the stage.

A bottle of good quality brown rum or cognac. Any decent brand 
will do. 

A decent meal after soundcheck, healthy and nutritious. please 
count enough time between dinner and showtime. If it's not 
possible, please keep some plates warm for us, we'll eat after the
show. 

COVID 19  Please refer to your state/country's rules and 
regulations and keep us updated with important informations. 

IMPORTANT

If you feel like you can't cook decent vegetarian food, please 
provide us with a buy-out per person. (CHF 35.- / EUR 20.- / GBP 
20.- each) and some recommendations of decent restaurants in 
walking distance to the venue.

If you feel crazy enough, 2 large margarita pizzas after the show 
will make us very, very happy.

Keep us hydrated and fed with those items throughout the day and 
night, we then smile. 

Note : The crew has a majority of smokers, please make sure there 
is a space where we can happily harm our health without disturbing
others if the gig takes place indoors. 

hotel rooming (if agreed in the deal): 2 twins and 1 triple. Max 
10min walking distance from venue/festival

parking: please provide space for a max. of two cars or 1 van, 
safe and at no cost to the artist. 

Merch : we need a small table for merch with a little lamp. 

THANK YOU!! 


